Abstract:This paper aims at discussing the development process and application of permanent magnet brushless DC motor. By referring to the related literatures, this thesis gives an overview of several common non-position sensor
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To avoid the defects, A method of directly detecting back EDF without the assumed neutral point has been proposed, which could achieve full duty cycle operation . [5] At the same timethe method of direct detection zero ,with many limitations, has been proposed.in China. [6] In order to compensate the position error in real time, a new automatic correction test methodof rotor position phase , which using non conduction phase current deviation , is proposed [7] .
(2)Fly-wheel diode method is achieved.
based on observer method
The main idea of the state observer method is to estimate the rotor position of the motor mathematical model by measuring the input of the actual system in real time.
In the literature [13], the motor control was carried out by using the extended Calman filter method, which was not affected by the back EMF waveformandthe change of system parameters, as well the low speed performance was good. [14] Experimental results show it can completely replace the application of position sensor in fans, pumps and other occasions. 
based on the inductance of the position detection
(1) the current rate method
The main principle of current rate method is that calculate the slope of the detected current changes,next to get the position. In every electromotive force rate ,commutation positionis zero. This detection method need high-precision.
In general, the sensor can obtain the value of the current signal. But ,the waveform with a small change is extremely difficult to detect,so few applications, in engineering ,were used. show better effect [17] . But the method also has a lot of disadvantages. It depends on the highly accurate current detection, and the ability to resist interference is poor. Ifdeliberately magnifying inductance characteristic of motor rotor, the detection will be more accurate. So it will become a very mature control method.
the artificial intelligence test
(1) fuzzy control 
in the application of electric door
The above principle of sensorless control methods and introduction ofheir advantages and disadvantages is a comprehensive, without specific application scenario.
For example the applicationdedicated to electric door motor, because electric door working environment is more special, some specific requirements will puts forward some specific requirements to use the working characteristic of motor.The traditional motor can't satisfy the requirements of the automatic door , in general electric motor is embodied in the following features:
(1)Electric door motor requires high controllability, and the good regulation widthand dynamic range.
(2)Electric door motor must possess simple structure, high reliability, good stability, strong adaptability .It should frequent start work at low speed under the bad environment, for a long time.
With the update of control technology, it is expected in the future of new control method will be more and more applied on the electric door these methods will also become the research hot spot in the future. 
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